Accelerating gradient is one of the major parameters of a linear accelerator. It determines the length of the accelerator and its power consumption. The SLAC two-mile linear accelerator uses 3 meter long S-band traveling wave (lW) 
. We emphasize an operational gradient with a very low fault rate in comparison to much higher gradients obtained in dedicated high gradient test structures. The operational surface fields in the above mentioned SW structures are obviously higher than in TW, S-hand structures.
For the Next Linear collider (NLC) and Japanese Linear Collider (JLC). 1.8 meter long X-Band (1 1.4 GHz) TW structures were originally considered. Operational tests of these structures showed irreversible damage at an input power levels of -70 MW and an average gradient of about 45 MVIm (250 ns) [ 
DESIGN
There are three main design requirements for a linear collider accelerator S~NC~UIC: the ability to sustain the working gradient, acceptable short-range wakefields, and suppressed long-range wakefields.
Other requirements for the NLCIJLC accelerating structures include: operation at 120 Hz with a 270 ns flat top pulse (after the structure is filled with rf energy); no degradation of performance during decades of operation; and less than one breakdown per lo6 pulses per meter of StNClure [6, 71. Single hunch wakefield effects limit the minimum average iris radius (a) of the structures to 4.7 nun, which is 18% of the X-band wavelength (A= 2.62 cm).
The TW and SW smctures under consideration are of the disk loaded waveguide type, are nearly constant gradient, with varying cell dimensions to produce dipole mode detuning. The structures will also include dipole mode damping.
Motivation
It is desirable for the structures to be able to operate at unloaded gradients as lugh as 100 MV/m to accommodate an NLUJLC energy upgrade above 1 TeV using the same tunnel. SW structures may prove better than TW structures in this regard. They will likely have a lower breakdown rate and less breakdown damage due to their reduced maximum surface electric fields and lower rf power absorbed per breakdown than TW structures at the same loaded gradient.
Maximum surface fields are lower in a SW structure due to the fact that the loaded gradient is equal to the unloaded gradient. However, a TW structure could he designed to reduce this difference.
The power absorbed during a breakdown is less in SW structures compared to TW structures for two reasons. It depends, first, on the lower total power fed into the structure and second, on the fact that the response of a SW structure to breakdown currents i s different from the response of a TW structure.
The structure input power is determined, roughly by gradient and structure length. Reducing of the TW structure length while keeping the average iris radius 0.18X reduces the structure efficiency. The efficiency of a SW structure does not depend on its length for the same average iris size. But this length reduction has an obvious drawback -the structure will have more couplers per meter of accelerator.
As for rfenergy absorbed in the breakdown, the behavior of SW Structures is very different from TW S~N C~U E S [8] . In TW structures during most breakdowns, a large fraction of the incident energy (up to 90%) is absorbed by the breakdown. In SW structures during most breakdowns, most of the rf power is reflected from the structure.
Design considerations
One possible scheme for a SW-based NLCNLC linac would contain 60-80 cm long supentructures made of 3 or 4 short (20cm, 15 cell) standing wave structures. The structures in the superstructure would be separated by a 6 mm thick cutoff iris with a radius of 4.75 nun. This superstructure has 3 couplers per 60 cm of structure compared to the present NLC TW structure design that has 2 couplers per 60 cm 191. The structure cells are azimuthially symmetric, without the Higher Order Mode (HOM) damping 
Test structures
To test high power performance, 4 pairs of 3 types of SW structures were built. In the test setup, a pair of SW structures is connected to the rf source using a planar 3dB
hybrid. With such a connection the rf power reflected from the structws is directed to a high power load (during filling and decay time).. Each 20 cm long structure has 14 cells plus a coupler cell. The coupler has two symmetrical waveguide inputs and is located in the middle of the s w cture. With such positioning of the coupler, the coupling from the rfsource to the next-to-* resonance is suppressed.
The iris radii of the three SW types are 3.65 nun. 4.75 mm and 5.65 mm. They cover the range required to detune a SW superstructure. The design parameters of these structures are shown in Table 1 . Two of the structure types have elliptical iris tips to reduce the ratio of accelerating gradient E,,,, to peak surface electric fields E,,,x. The cutaway view of OUT first SW Structure with ~4 . 7 5 mm is shown on Fig. I . The three pairs of structures tested to date have sharp (-80 pm radius) waveguide-to-coupler cell edges. The newest pair of structures (a = 3.65 mm), which will be tested soon, have rounded (3 mm radius) waveguide-tocoupler iris edges to reduce the peak rf magnetic field for reasons discussed below.
.
HIGH POWER TEST
All SW structure testing has taken place at the Next 
High magneticJields
During the time of the SW structures tests, several TW structures that were processed also showed an enhancement in the coupler breakdown rate relative to that in the other cells. Measurements of breakdown induced acoustic emission near one of the TW input couplers also suggested that the breakdowns were occurring near the waveguideto-coupler edges [IO] . An autopsy of the TW structure showed that the inner edges (cell side) of the waveguide-tocoupler-cell edges were eroded [I 11. Calculations showed that the surface currents peaked at the inner edge of the iris and reached -0. It is unlikely that a temperature rise of of this size can, by itself, produce breakdowns. Some other phenomena must be present to explain the acoustic and video data, and also the large number of breakdown craters observed near the waveguide edges and the on the tips the coupler iris.
When it became apparent that the breakdowns in the couplers were preventing a further increase of the gradient in the third pair of SW structures, we continued an experimental study of the phenomena itself. These experiments showed the following properties of the coupler breakdowns: 1. The breakdown,rate is determined by the input rf power and pulse width. It is roughly constant over hours and slowly increases on a longer time scale. 2. The number of pulses without breakdown is roughly independent of the pulse mpctition rate.
3. The breakdown rate has a clear correlation with the pulse temperature rise as calculated using a simple model of rf pulse heating. The breakdown rate grows almost exponentially with the temperature as seen in 
Discussion
Mechanical damage due to pulse heating is discussed in Figure 2 Measured breakdown rates for the SW20a565 structure VI . calculated pulse temperature rise on the waveguide-to-coupler iris edges for different shapes of the input rf pulse.
tests showed that some couplers did not breakdown even when the predicted pulse temperature rise was well above 100" C. The absence of breakdown in such cases might be explained by relatively small ( -1 MV/m) electric field on the iris edge of the coupler without breakdowns in comparison with fields (-10 .MV/m) in couplers with breakdowns [IZI.
SUMMARY
Three pairs of SW structures have been tested to date.
The performance of two of them was limited to gradients lower than 55 MVIm by breakdowns in the couplers.
These breakdowns may he related to the high rf magnetic and moderate rf electric fields on the sharp edges at the waveguide-to-coupler cell opening. Couplers for a new set of smctures have been designed to reduce the pulse temperature rise to below 20" C. These stmctures will he high power tested in May-lune 2003.
Despite the potential for coupler breakdowns, one of SW structure pairs tested (a = 4.57 mm) did meet NLUJLC gradient and breakdown rate requirements and bad no measurable damage.
